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intense and rhythmic
menacing
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\[\text{folk-song like, very clearly phrased}\]
\[\text{tutti con sord.}\]
\[\text{simplice, like a men's chorus}\]
\[\text{con sord.}\]
\[\text{espr.}\]
\[\text{simplice, like a men's chorus}\]
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How the Other Half Lives

*inspired by the photographs of Jacob Riis*

for orchestra

Randall Woolf
INSTRUMENTATION:

2 flutes, both doubling piccolo
2 oboes, ob. 2 doubling english horn
2 clarinets in Bb, cl. 2 doubling bass clarinet
2 bassoons

2 horns
2 trumpets in Bb

percussion: vibraphone, low tom tom, tambourine timpani

strings

8 minutes